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This paper is divided into three parts. First, an overview of the sociology of the doctor–patient relationship in general; secondly the sociology of homoeopathy as a heterodox form of medicine and as an element of medical pluralism; and thirdly some sociological views on patients in homoeopathy. The general thesis is that the homoeopathic doctor–patient relationship may be characterised both as being premodern, and being postmodern; as being an order characterised by partial expertise of the patient, and by longer patients' accounts.

Sociology of the Doctor–Patient Relationship

The quantitative aspect of homoeopathy in Germany demonstrates that it is regularly practised by some 16,000 physicians. The professional organisation, the Zentralverein homöopathischer Ärzte, comprises some 3,000 members. Homoeopathy is the medical heterodoxy most frequently used in Germany. It is not the intention to give a quantitative sociology of homoeopathic patients, or to outline their numbers, their social structure and their sex in relation to biomedical patients etc., but rather to reflect upon the ways sociologists and historians perceive the doctor–patient relationship in its historical and its current forms.

The doctor–patient relationship is a classical topic of medical
sociology but the centrality of this relationship is no more than some hundred years old. Previously, a medical pluralism consisting of different healers can be found. As a 70-year-old German journalist put it in 1878: ‘51 (doctors) treated me ... up to now ... I do not count the sympathetics, magnetisers, magic healers, well-informed shepherds, and the old wives.’

This medical pluralism still exists and homoeopathy forms part of it. But the elements of this pluralism have changed and the doctor–patient relationship has become central. These processes form part of the medicalisation of society, which was a central topic of historiography in the 1980s. Learned doctors were successful in establishing their ‘jurisdiction’ in the field of health and illness; based on scientific knowledge and supported by the state, they could make their way from a learned state to a modern profession and, thus, extend their power in society. The centrality of the doctor–patient relationship formed part of medicalisation. Starting from the educated middle classes, learned doctors were accepted as experts in all questions of health and illness reaching its peak in the decades after the Second World War. The structure of consultation in this period may be classed as, first, limited to an impatient and abbreviated style of history-taking and, second, cursory attention to physical examination while giving painstaking attention to laboratory data and diagnostic imaging. Shorter called this period ‘postmodern’ by contrasting it with the ‘modern’ nineteenth century. This period will be called ‘modern’, by contrasting it with the last three decades of the twentieth century, which have been conceptualised as a period of postmodernism and postindustrialism in Western countries. The ‘modern’ role of the patient will be juxtaposed with the ‘post-modern’ one.

First, the modern patient differed from that of the early nineteenth century in not being the dominant part in the doctor–patient relationship. Patients, in about 1800, formed the dominant part in the medical patronage system. Doctors were integrated into a form of public structure by the everyday life of their patients; there was a triangle shaped by the patient, her/his public and the doctor. Medical knowledge was shared by all members of the educated classes, whether medically trained or not. Learned doctors and other healers were consulted in a parallel manner; this parallelism was not an act of patients’ counterculture. Secondly, the homoeopathic consultation did not undergo many changes on its way to modernity. Shorter characterised the structure of ‘traditional’ consultation at the beginning of the nineteenth century where the traditional doctor (1) did fairly well in history-taking; (2) virtually omitted any kind of clinical investigation, in the sense of observing and examining the patient; and (3) had almost no sense of differential diagnosis.
In biomedicine, all these things changed during the course of the nineteenth century. The role of the patient in the 'modern' period was outlined by Parsons in a classical manner. He placed the doctor–patient relationship in the centre of medical sociology. This relationship was formed by two complementary roles. The achievement role was to be played by the doctor, and was characterised by scientific knowledge, by emotional neutrality etc. The complementary role to be played by the patient was characterised by the obligation to want to regain his/her health, in order to be able to fulfil functional roles in all other social systems. Therefore, the patient was obliged to be compliant, and to trust his/her doctor. Parsons' conception of the doctor–patient relationship was adopted by subsequent historiography. The progress of medical knowledge, practices and techniques was said to have enabled the doctors to detach themselves from the patients' control. Parsons' medical sociology was criticised by Freidson, who differentiated between various patterns of doctor–patient interaction: in paediatrics and in surgery, the active doctor controls the passive patient (paediatricians and beauty surgeons certainly will see this point differently); interior medicine and the practice of general practitioners run a model of leadership and co-operation; in psychotherapy, in rehabilitation and in the treatment of chronic diseases mutual participation is necessary. Neither Parsons nor Freidson extended their analyses to homoeopathy.

A number of sociological and linguistic studies performed in the 1970s and 1980s were dedicated to verbal communication between doctors and patients. The medical round in hospitals was analysed as a structural conflict between doctors and patients. The patients preferred to talk to their doctor, while the doctor preferred a bodily examination. Doctors played their roles as primary speakers; they conducted longer explanations, asked questions, interrupted their patients etc. Similar results were found in communications taking place in intensive care units. A negotiated order instead of a hierarchical order was recommended to improve doctor–patient communication. Mishler differentiated between a voice of medicine which was decontextualised and performed by the physician, and a voice of the life-world, performed by the patient and based upon biographical experience. He was criticised by Atkinson, who identified various voices performed also by doctors, one of personal experience, one of journal science, etc. Thus the dichotomic view of doctors and patients became replaced by a differentiated one.

In contrast to the thesis of the doctors' dominance, patients do influence medicine. Medical definitions of certain diseases, mostly psychiatric ones, have been advanced by medical lay persons. One example
is the post-traumatic stress disorder. Veterans of the Vietnam war co-operated successfully with sympathetic health professionals in defining this syndrome as a disease. Another example is the sudden infant death syndrome. Parents of children who had died from this phenomenon, co-operated with medical moral entrepreneurs. Homosexuality was removed from the American medical index under the influence of the gay movement. A second form of patients’ influence on medical expertise is the lay referral system. Most medical consultations confirmed the patients’ view. Thus, Tuckett et al. characterised biomedical doctor–patient consultations as ‘meetings between experts’. Willems analysed the communications between a specialist in lung diseases, a general practitioner and their patient with the following result: ‘What happens ... is a modification of the division of knowledge and skills between physicians and patients. A clear division between their seemingly fundamentally different competences becomes more and more fractal.’ The linguist Gúlich analysed communications between medical experts and patients with similar results: ‘The analysis of empirically ascertained data from authentic situations of communication renders terms like “expert” and “lay person” relative in a double sense: first it becomes clear that also lay persons can impart special knowledge to experts ...; secondly it is evident that the way in which the roles of experts and non-experts are constituted in interaction, is important for communication.

Giddens saw that globalisation and de-traditionalising influences allowed many aspects of (post-)modern everyday life to be invaded by expert systems of knowledge. But this invasion intertwines with ‘reflexivity’, and medicine is characterised especially by a lay scepticism, which does not subvert trust, but makes it active:

All forms of expertise presume active trust, since every claim to authority is made alongside those of other authorities, and experts themselves often disagree with one another ... The prestige of science itself, so central to earlier phases of the development of modern institutions, becomes subverted by that very scepticism which is the motor of the scientific enterprise ... A person with health problems ... might still turn first of all to the sphere of orthodox science and medical technology to resolve them ... Against a backdrop of active trust mechanisms, however, the choice might very well be to get a second or third opinion. Outside orthodox medicine a host of alternative treatments and therapies vie for attention ...

Thus, more recent studies no longer see a dichotomy between doctors and patients, as outlined by Parsons. The patients' knowledge can best be characterised by Alfred Schütz's (1899–1959) ideal type of the well-
informed citizen. Schütz made a distinction between three types of social distribution of knowledge: that of the expert; that of the man in the street, and an intermediate type, that of the well-informed citizen.

The expert's knowledge is restricted to a limited field but therein it is clear and distinct ... The man on the street has a working knowledge of many fields which are not necessarily coherent with one another. His is a knowledge of recipes indicating how to bring forth in typical situations typical results by typical means ... [the well-informed] citizen stands between the ideal type of the expert and that of the man on the street ... To be well informed means to him to arrive at reasonably founded opinions in fields which as he knows are at least immediately of concern to him although not bearing upon his purpose at hand ... [He] considers himself perfectly qualified to decide who is a competent expert and even to make up his mind after having listened to opposing expert opinions.²⁷

Homoeopathy in Medical Pluralism

HOMOEOPATHY FORMS PART OF MEDICAL PLURALISM. This is true not only for the nineteenth century, but also today. What is medical pluralism? For the last hundred years, Western medical knowledge has spread worldwide. It is called academic medicine, because it is taught in universities, or biomedicine, because it uses biology and the natural sciences in general for reference. In addition, it has gained a dominant, but not exclusive, position in most countries of the third world. The medical pluralism consisting of Western biomedicine, American osteopathy and traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) on the island of Taiwan has been described by Kleinman.²⁸ Such a pluralism exists also in Germany. Biomedicine, folk medicine, homoeopathy and naturopathy formed its elements at the end of nineteenth century. Anthroposophical medicine was added after the First World War, while folk medicine declined. More recently, medical knowledge like acupuncture and Ayurveda spread from the Far East to the United States and to Western Europe. Pharmacy, homoeopathy, naturopathy and anthroposophical medicine were recognised by German law as 'special schools of therapeutic thought' (besondere Therapierichtungen) in 1976. A poly-referential structure of recognising drugs was established. Homoeopathic pharmaceuticals are not tested in double-blind, randomised studies, but are authorised by a committee of doctors engaged in homoeopathy.²⁹ Homoeopathy is practised not only by non-medically qualified personnel, but also by medical doctors. And these doctors can take courses in homoeopathy which are recognised by the German Medical Association (Bundesärztekammer).
Homoeopathy differs from biomedicine. The dynamism of the simile, the concept of potentisation, is incompatible with biomedical knowledge. Yet, in Hahnemann’s (1755–1843) time his medical concept was not too far away from academic concepts. Georg Ernst Stahl (1650–1734) taught that the soul was the dynamic force in human beings; Paul-Joseph Barthez (1734–1806) assumed a principle of life moved the organs; Christoph Wilhelm Hufeland (1762–1836) conceptualised illness as resulting from various stimuli irritating the human vital force. Homoeopathy became a heterodoxy when academic medicine shifted its references from philosophy to natural sciences, while homoeopathy did not. Some additions were made to Hahnemann’s concepts, such as Hering’s (1800–80) rule or Vithoulka’s cybernetic mechanism of defence. But the Hahnemann core of homoeopathic concepts did not change. Homoeopathy did not change in a changing world of biomedicine, where iatrotechnical and biocybernetic concepts became prevalent. Thus, it was excluded from ‘normal’ science, from biomedicine. Today, it forms part of a body of medical knowledge and practices which are called ‘alternative’ or ‘complementary’. The term ‘alternative’ went out of fashion, when social movements such as women’s liberation, the ecological and the peace movements became integrated into social organisations, including political parties, and when some of their demands became integrated into everyday life. The term ‘complementary’ refers to an empirical question, whether these forms of medicine are used in a complementary manner to biomedicine. Thus, the non-biomedical forms of medical knowledge are better referred to as ‘heterodox’. This term is often used by English social anthropologists. In sociology, it may be ennobled by being traced back to Bourdieu. This knowledge has doctrines of its own, which are opposed by biomedicine. The homoeopathic doctrine is somewhat ‘old-fashioned’. Are the patients also ‘old-fashioned’?

Sociology of the Heterodox and Homoeopathic Patient

An old-fashioned form of medicine is folk medicine. It can be defined by: (1) the notion of transmission and the notion of tradition associated with it; (2) the intervention of oral culture; and (3) the marginalised situation of folk culture. While this folk medicine flourishes in the countryside and in medically under-served areas, this is not true for other forms of heterodox medicine for ‘where conventional medicine increases its coverage, complementary medicine follows suit’. Empirical studies on patients of heterodox therapists were published in Britain, the USA, the Netherlands and Australia which have been synthesised by
Fuller. Heterodox patients were 'predominantly young to middle-aged'. They appeared to come 'from all social classes.' However, there were more patients from professional, managerial, technical, business and academic backgrounds than from other backgrounds. 'They are also likely to be more highly educated than [biomedical] doctors' patients ... Nearly two thirds of the patients are women, much the same distribution as doctors' patients.'

Sharma found three types of users of heterodox medicine: the experimental or eclectic user, the stable and regular user of one form of alternative medicine, and the 'restricted' user of one form of alternative medicine for a single illness. Generally, 'smart users' of heterodox medicine are said to increase in number. They come close to Sharma's type of eclectic user. There are patients following an 'alternative medical ideology', on the one hand, found especially among AIDS patients and, on the other hand, those following spiritual healers. This is also true among acupuncture patients. Elder et al. reported on a group of users who denied the use of pills or surgery, in general, while others used heterodox and biomedicine in pragmatic and complementary ways. Two studies found acupuncture patients adhering more closely to anti-biomedical ideologies, while homoeopathic patients did not differ from others in this point. This is a surprising result, which Furnham et al. explained by the fact that the homoeopathic patients who had been questioned were out-patients of the Royal Homoeopathic Hospital. This hospital is part of the National Health Service, and maybe the patients did not specially select it as a provider of medical care.

Studies which focus on homoeopathic patients will now be outlined. Furnham and Smith found that 'two groups of patients, one visiting a General Practitioner and the other a homoeopath, were not significantly different in terms of sex, age, education, marital status, religion and income.' But 'the homoeopathic group were much more critical and sceptical about the efficacy of traditional medicine ... (They did so) from disenchantment with, and bad experiences of, traditional medical practitioners, rather than believing that traditional is itself ineffective.' This particular disenchantment of homoeopathic patients with biomedicine was corroborated by Vincent and Furnham. Biomedicine is called 'traditional' whereby prompting the question whether the authors imply that homoeopathy is more modern? Furnham and Smith enquired into the characteristics of homoeopathic patients. May and Sirur put the question the other way round. They explored the ways in which medically qualified practitioners employed homoeopathic treatments in their everyday work
within the British National Health Service. They found some significant aspects for the sociology of homoeopathic patients:

The profession now recognises much minor illness and chronic health problems (low back pain and other musculoskeletal problems; undifferentiated syndromes and fatigue), in terms of psychological rather than somatic categories. The homoeopathic consultation, with its detailed account of the ‘personality’ of the patient, offered a means of recovering not only the patient’s authentic self to medicine, but also detailing more precisely the connections between somatic and psychological problems.46

These results concerning the illnesses for which homoeopathy is seen to be efficient correspond to other data outlining the use of heterodox medicine.47 The second point made by May and Sirur is the special character of the homoeopathic consultation. This is corroborated by an empirical study by Fairclough, who distinguished between a biomedical type of medical interview, which is characterised by cycles of question by the doctor, answer by the patient, judgement by the doctor, and a heterodox type, where the patient speaks for a long time.48 This comes close to Shorter’s ‘traditional’ form of medical consultation.

Scott published a study on ‘homoeopathy as a feminist form of medicine’. She interviewed British non-medically qualified female homoeopaths and saw the feminist character of homoeopathy. ‘Homoeopaths, and particularly feminist homoeopaths, have begun creating a “holistic” system of medicine which addresses the problem of [biomedical] ontological dualism [of body and soul].’49 Commenting upon this holism Scott found ‘a complex medicalisation/demedicalisation movement at work within the alternative ... therapies. While their tendency to shift power and responsibility from the practitioner to the patient is demedicalising, their tendency to bring all of social life within the medical domain can be profoundly medicalising.’50 Armstrong had argued about this dualism between medicalisation and demedicalisation. From a Foucauldian perspective, he interpreted the integration of patients’ accounts into medical work as a new medical perspective. While the perspective analysed by Foucault had made the sick man disappear from medical cosmology about 1800,51 the sick person re-entered biomedicine after the Second World War. This new perspective completed medicalisation.52
Conclusion

The homoeopathic doctor–patient relationship is both traditional and postmodern. Patients played an active role in the client-dominated medicine about 1800 as their account formed an important part of medical consultation, not only in homoeopathy. With the development of hospital and laboratory medicine the importance of these accounts was replaced by medical data produced by artefacts. The patients’ role became passive and merely complementary to the doctors’ role. Today, this medicalised role is criticised widely as even biomedical authors demand patients’ activities and responsibility. These are elements of the postmodern patients’ role, which corresponds in some way to the traditional and the modern role of the homoeopathic patient.
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